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This Newsletter is freely distributed to regular subscribers and is available
to download through Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s web site. Some
of our information is derived from the internet and we try to acknowledge
sources where ever we can. However, it is not always possible to trace
original sources with the limited facilities that we have and apologise
unreservedly in advance for any oversight.
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As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway
modelling.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
All article text and photographs are by the authors except for images for “The
Funnies” which are drawn from the internet and are, with our apologies,
original source unknown.

MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any
part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish to
use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy.
With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in
return.

IT’S UP TO YOU
This Newsletter relies for its content on material supplied by its readers and
no-one else. It does not ‘pick up’ on articles in other publications, it does not
syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions but those of its

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING
Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article,
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified.

readers.
AND FINALLY
You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ …. let us know
what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have any ideas
about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or don’t like
about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to You” or to
the Editor direct at…….

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”

This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional’ obligation to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
Newsletter is proud to play its part.
No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.
—————————————————————

progress ‘up’ the scales from, say, ’N’ to ‘009’ to ’00/H0’ to ‘0n30’ and you

EDITORIAL
As most “seasoned” readers will know, a gold star

are beginning to wonder where the next ‘bigger’ will take you then, just

indicates that the contributor is ‘new’ to these

maybe, Pat has the answer for you. He models in Gauge 1 and that is

pages and this month Dominic Emery has treated

seriously big! We’ve had Gauge 1 articles before from Udo, but these will

us to what must be the most action packed 3 day

give you more information on how to build UK outline models, where to

rail tour ever! I don’t think I’ve come across

source the kits for the rolling stock and, most importantly, how to ‘put them

anyone who has criss-crossed the NW of

together’. To give you some idea of how ‘big’ these models can be, a fairly

England and the Welsh Marches quite so much in

‘standard’ ’00/H0’ 4-6-0 loco and tender could be some inches shorter than

so short a time span! Surely it must figure as

a ‘standard’ bogie wagon in Gauge 1!! (00 and 009 = 4mm/1 ft, 1:76 scale -

some kind of record breaker. Judge for yourselves as you read his article!

G1 = 10mm/1 ft, 1:32 scale). The chart (bottom left) may help you get things

You’ll find it on page 10.

into perspective!

Another day trip that brought out that “green eye’d” look as I first read about

That's it!

it was Ken Ratcliffe’s article on page 13. How does he get so lucky as to
drive a real 8F?? The best I’ve ever done was drive an old Hornby 3 rail 8F!

All that’s left is for you, hopefully, enjoy this edition of the Newsletter

And for those of you, who like me, are perhaps a little longer in the tooth

Mike Hebblethwaite

than we care to admit, there’s Vic Holland’s excellent ‘nostalgia-fest’ with

Editor

memories of days now long gone on and around the railways of
Macclesfield. You will find Vic’s photos on page 5. It would seem that he was
somewhat ‘snap happy’ with his ‘box brownie’ ‘cos his photos will also

p.s. I couldn't resist putting in the addition below ………. there are times

feature in the July and August editions of this Newsletter!

when it could be so true for me!

Vic has also produced an interesting article on the railway letter post with
particular reference to Macclesfield. It is a subject that seriously interests Vic
and, I am sure, he would welcome any information, artefacts, anecdotes/
stories and information you may have on this subject. If you have anything
that you think may be of interest to him, please e-mail me and I will
forward it to Vic.

Finally, in this part of my ramblings at least, it’s good to know that a little
‘wood butchery’ can actually turn a defunct piece of furniture into
something useful. I’m sure the CO will add her thanks to mine when I turn
my attentions toward those fitted wardrobes in the spare room! Oh dear,
Tony. What have you started?

There will be some new “gold stars” awarded next month, the first of which
will go to Pat Honey. If your eyesight, like mine (!), has forced you to

FAILED E-MAIL DELIVERIES

OUR NEW RAILWAY

Mike Hebblethwaite

Tony Hallatt

Unfortunately, last month I had 9 failed e-mail deliveries for the Newsletter.

No,this is not a club announcement!

Some are long-standing failures, but at least 5 are addressed to new
readers who ‘signed up’ at our last show. I hate to think that there are

Users of the real railway from Macclesfield might have noticed a new

potential readers out there who are not getting the Newsletter they are

stretch of line as they journey from Macclesfield to Stafford. The Norton

expecting from our Club!

Bridge flyover is the latest and largest of the recent schemes to expedite
the flow of trains at pinch points on the network, there are six miles of

I do not know the reasons for these failed deliveries, but if you are reading

new route and four new junctions. This is not the sort of layout one can

this Newsletter as a result of downloading it from our Club’s website or it

model as it is miles long!

has been forwarded by a friend and you think you should be receiving your

Trains from Stoke to Stafford used to join the West Coast Main Line at

own copy direct, please get in touch and I will make any necessary

Norton Bridge on a 40mph curve onto the fast lines, which themselves had

changes at ‘my end’ to help you.

a speed restriction of 100mph. Thus even if the train from Stoke were
crossing to the slow lines, it had to move slowly across the fast lines of

The reasons for non-delivery could include ………

the busiest mixed traffic railway in Europe. The new railway also does
something more: it enables trains from the north west to the West

1)

An error on my part entering your details on to our database. That is

Midlands to cross the fast lines without using crossovers; this all makes

simple to correct if you send me an e-mail ……. it will show your

operation at Stafford easier as up to ten conflicting moves an hour have

correct e-mail address as part of the heading. The rest is a simple ‘cut

been taken away

and paste’.
2)

There has been a change of e-mail address on your part. Again, that is

The solution is more involved than merely building a bridge over the fast

very simply rectified. Send me an e-mail from your new address and

lines, and earth-moving has taken almost two years!

the correction is very straightforward.
3)

Your ‘in tray’ is full! Please check that your ‘in tray’ can receive files up
to 8 Mbs (the largest Newsletter file so far sent out - it did contain a lot
of photos!). Regular ‘spring cleaning’ of your e-mail account (i.e.
deleting old e-mails) may solve the problem

4)

Your e-mail service provider may not be providing you with enough
storage space to receive the Newsletter. Please check and, if that is
the case, we may be able to create a different delivery system for you
( i-Cloud access, Dropbox, etc).

As ever, I can be contacted via …….

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”
or
“m.hebblethwaite@hotmail.co.uk”

If you do wish to contact me, then please head your e-mail “Newsletter non delivery” and anywhere in that heading include (MH). If it does not
contain (MH) I will regard it as ‘spam’ and may not open it. This is as much

So next time you take the train via Stoke to Wolverhampton or

for your protection as it is mine.

Birmingham, look out after Stone and see what your train does: there is a
choice of routes! Two things are certain: you are on a new railway, and

Let’s hope we can resolve this problem.

For new readers, you can also use the same e-mail addresses to subscribe
to the Newsletter. It is entirely free and there are no strings attached. You
may receive “STOP PRESS” information regarding activities or additional
news that is not available elsewhere. You will NEVER receive additional emails unless they are directly related to the Newsletter or Macclesfield
Model Railway Club. That’s a promise.
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you won’t be using the old junction at Norton Bridge!
And what was it really all about? For £250m Network Rail claims from
next year they will be able to accommodate two more fast trains each
way every hour on the Crewe line, one more each way on the Stoke line
and two more freight trains. The fast trains might prove to be from HS2
when trains leave the first phase of that route, before the Crewe Phase is
built.
We shall see.

YOUR PHOTOS (1) in and around Macclesfield
Vic Holland

1
3

2
Photo key :1. Up platform south end looking north under Hibel Road bridge
2. Up platform south end with LMS semaphore starter/calling-on arms partly obscured
by water crane.Much freight in Hibel Road yard.
3. Up platform starter (colour light replacement) showing indicator into new platform 3
loop at Central Station. Note: calling-on lights have been mounted to the right of their
frame.
4. Looking south under Hibel Road bridge from the down platform.
5. Down platform (aluminium label-making machine just visible between the Ladies’
Waiting Room and the Gents’!).
6. Looking south from above Beech Lane tunnel mouth showing, from left to right, Hibel
Road signal box, the ex-LNWR carriage sidings, turntable/3 road engine shed, gas
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works (in the distance), access to
goods yard, main up and down
platforms and, finally, the bay
platform.
7. Down starter and advance starter
(in front of the tunnel mouth) and
signal box looking north towards
Stockport.

Our thanks, Vic, for the photos. I’m
sure they’ll bring back memories
amongst our readers.

Just one question ….. did you do all
your trainspotting in bad weather?
You must have been a hardy youth!
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Editor
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CONVERT A WALL UNIT INTO A DISPLAY CASE?

The slab gives strength and allows the landscape to be cut into it for a better

“TOPSY” - PART 2

impression of depth. There followed some moving around of the pieces,

Tony Hallattt

then most of them were glued down, being temporarily held in place by
woodworking nails, scraps of wire and a little waste OO rail. The metalwork

You may remember from last month (May issue) that the simple idea for
bases and boxes had not won over the H S on aesthetic grounds. I was now
in un-planned territory and I had never built a diorama. I took heart from the
idea that all the materials were going to be cheap so if I had to bin the whole
affair, little would be lost. On the other hand, it would be a chance to try a
new idea and use techniques which would later be applied to my working

was removed when the glue was dry and the chunks of styrene smoothed or
roughened as the mood took me. At this stage I smoothed the outer edges
of the diorama, as these would be visible when the model was complete. All
visible edges were coated, had gaps filled and then a coat of dull emulsion
was applied. The track, made of offcuts, was laid on a strip of cork and held
with dressmaking pins, as the usual pins are too short to grip the styrene.
With the bridge buttresses in place, all the land was coated in plaster
bandage, this last being the most expensive part of the project so far!
Scenery
The river was pinched out with finger and thumb; it runs entirely in the base
slab of styrene and is in fact level because I did not want the water to run
out! The river was painted with shades of brown and grey, to which artificial
water was applied when the paints were dry. Layers of water were built up,
to some of which small white streaks are applied to suggest the flow.

layout.
Ballasting was the least successful aspect: I wanted deep ballasting simply
The Base

in order to learn how to do it. I failed, and the New Measurement Train
would be throwing out buckets of colour were my track real. Any hints at

I used the base already made, adding a back and side wings to contain the

constructing a modern roadbed would be welcome!

scene. You will see strengthening has been applied along the join between
the base and the back; this stops the base flexing; the shorter wooden
projections key into the underside of the landscape so it will not slip out
when being moved. Construction again uses only glue. Once this was
complete, I placed a sheet of paper on the base in order to sketch the

Scraps of drystone wall were repaired with filler from a pound shop then
joined using the same filler which also found use as adhesive to hold the
walls to the ground. The walls were painted with acrylics at this stage.
Attention then turned to the foliage and my first experiment with static

landscape
out full
scale.
Plans
My aim
was still to
display
stock so I
set out to
create
something
simple
which would not become a distraction. In the end I had several potential
designs, from which I selected the easiest. Total build time was a couple of
weeks. The plans not used will reappear eventually, for the landscape I

grass. It looked better to me when fibres were of mixed length and shade. I
leave you to judge the success. Perhaps the best ‘discovery’ of all was how
good the ready-made clumps of spiky moorland grass could look.

made will come out of the box to allow a different scene to be slotted in!

Confession time: I have never been any good at tree construction so I

Even more of a bonus was the discovery that I could turn the scene round

chickened out and bought a small forest from Woodland Scenic. They were

so that its back could be viewed; for an unplanned idea this worked far

simply glued into a hole driven in the polystyrene by an old screwdriver; a

better than I hoped, though my children always worked out which way round

small paintbrush created a few surface roots with brown paint.

had been intended.
In due course a couple of walkers and a few sheep will be added, but for
Basic Construction
This part you really can bin if you do not like it: all that is used is scrap
polystyrene and pva. I placed a thin slab of styrene on the base and topped
that with loose scraps give some idea what shape the landscape might take.

now, I regard this as completed. It has been much easier than I feared,
incredibly cheap, and nobody has complained.
Yet.
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Macclesfield and the Railway Letter Post

Unused labels can still be found in specialist dealers stocks, although used

Vic Holland

examples with a specified postmark are scarcer. Complete used covers
(envelopes) bearing these labels together with normal postage stamps are

Two important developments helped to revolutionise written communications

expensive and very difficult to find nowadays.

in the UK in the nineteenth century. The first was the introduction of the
Uniform Penny Post in 1840. Hitherto, conveyance of mail was slow. The
price was high and distance-related. As an example, I have in my collection

In Macclesfield, administration of the old MB&M line was transferred in 1907

a letter dated 1804, which cost 4d. to send from Macclesfield to Altrincham.

to a new body, known as the Great Central and North Staffordshire Railway

The charge for a similar letter to London would have been 8d., a

Committee, necessitating the production of new 2d. labels bearing that

considerable sum in those days. The advent of the new system in 1840

name. Inflation also reared its head,

enabled a letter weighing less than ½ ounce (14 grammes) to be sent

and charges were increased in 1920 to

anywhere in the UK for 1d.

3d., and then to 4d. later in the year.
This was managed in each case firstly

The second development was the coming of the railway. Within a few years,

by manual surcharging or overprinting

fast long-distance travel became possible in a way that the mail coach could

of residual stock with the new value,

never match. Not only did the Post Office switch to this system to speed the

and then by printing new labels. An

mail, but the railways themselves began to offer their own parcel carriage

example of a 4d. overprint on a 3d.

services, using labels of various types (fig.1). An urgent item handed in at a

label is shown in fig. 3.

station could be conveyed (for
a fee) to another station on

Fig. 3

that operator’s network on the
next available train. This was

The railway grouping in 1923 brought new LMS and LNER 4d. ‘green’

very useful if, for example, the

labels. However, their

sender had just missed the

use was beginning to

last daily collection offered by

decline by this time, and

the PO.

parcel stamps,
exemplified in fig. 4,
were used instead. I

Fig. 1

have been unable so far
One problem in the early days lay in defining a ‘letter’, over which the PO

to find either an LMS or

had exclusive conveyance rights. Ingenious ways were used to circumvent

an LNER ‘green’ label
used in Macclesfield.

this monopoly, such as tying letters up with string, thereby converting them
to ‘parcels’. The matter was ultimately resolved in 1890, when a General

Fig. 4

Order was announced, which allowed the railway companies to operate a
letter conveyance service, for which a surcharge (initially of 2d.) over normal

For anyone wishing to learn more about this subject, a publication

postage was payable. A letter not exceeding one ounce in weight, bearing

entitled The Railway Letter Stamps of Great Britain and Ireland

appropriate postage stamps and a new railway surcharge label, could, on

1891-1947, by Roger de Lacy-Spencer (Moorside Publishing Ltd., 2000)

handing in at a station, be carried by train to the nearest station to the

is strongly recommended.

addressee, for either collection or onward postage.

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :A standard design for the label was drawn up, and each individual railway
company (of which there were over 70) printed its own version bearing its
name. The system began operation in February 1891.
In Macclesfield at that time three different railway companies were

“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”
30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY
0161 928 5940

operating. The LNWR ran services towards Stockport from Hibel Road
station, the Macclesfield Committee ran trains along the Macclesfield,

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

Bollington and Marple line from Central station, and the North Staffordshire
Railway operated trains towards the Potteries from both. Examples of the
labels used by
these operators
are shown in fig
2.

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“CABOOSE HOBBIES INC”
500 South Broadway, Denver, CO 80209, United States
+1 303-777-6766
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Fig. 2

YOU JUST KNOW IT’LL END IN TEARS!

BELIEVE IT OR NOT
This really used to happen. In front of the box-cab loco, the rider warned
pedestrians and traffic of the oncoming trains. These riders were often
referred to as “West Side Cowboys” (West Side, Manhattan).

GREAT SWERVE….. AND NEXT TIME I’LL SHOW YOU A
‘WHEELIE’ !

BANGLADESHI TRAIN PICKS UP A FEW PASSENGERS

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“TRIDENT TRAINS”
Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre, Crewe
Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire CW5 7LG
01270 842400
www.tridenttrains.co.uk
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ENGLAND Feb. 2016

get to Llangollen the snow storms caused the Easter weekend Gala to be

Dominic Emery

cancelled. I had planned my route here in Berlin and wanted to go via
Crewe to visit the DRS Depot at Gresty Bridge and take a few photos of the
I flew over to England in February to visit and look

engines on shed.

after my mother. I had the first 3 days to undertake
what I wanted to do. So I planned the days before I

Just before getting to Llangollen I got lost, I had printed out a Google route

left Berlin.

plan but I did not have a road atlas to go with it. On getting to the town I
could hear the first train leave the station. With the next train leaving in

On the Saturday I went to the Doncaster Model

about 2 hours I had time to photograph the buildings and a volunteer took

Railway Show at the Racecourse, It was organised

me around the loco workshops, where there were new build steam

by BRM and I found it quite a good show, with a mixture of layouts in

locomotives in various stages of completeness.

different scales , box pushers and small specialist firms. After I had seen all
there was to see I went to the railway station and wondered why so many

The Llangollen Railway has been extended to Corwen since we tried to get

people were waiting at the northern end of the platforms. A little later
Southern Railway pacific „Tame Valley“ roared though with a returning
special heading south!

A large variety of different TOC's use Doncaster station, Virgin East Coast,

there a couple of years ago. The extension from Carrog to Corwen is
operated in push-pull mode with a converted mk.1 brake end coach. The

Cross Country, Northern Rail, Transpennine Express, Grand Central and

line. following the route of the River Dee, is very picturesque and well worth
a visit, especially when the weather is fine. I would always recommend the
Rover ticket. It’s usually only sightly more expensive than a normal return
Hull Trains. It was interesting to see something a bit different from what I am
used to seeing on the West Coast Main Line.

and allows unlimited travel. After having bought a road atlas in the town it
was easy to found my way back to Leek. Again I went via Crewe to see if
anything had happened in the mean time at the Depot (a Class 37 had left

On the Sunday I drove to the Llangollen Railway. It was half term
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and there was a steam service running. The last time I tried to

the Depot).

planning the journey that the train terminated at Barrow and that I would
have to change trains. We were timed to arrive in Barrow at 11:33 and the

My third day (Monday) had to be planned with a lot more care. Starting at
Stoke I wanted to travel by train to Carlisle via the Cumbrian Coast Line and
with DRS Class 37 traction. Leaving Stoke at 08:33 on the East Midlands
„Tin Rocket“ (Class 153) to Crewe. There I had just enough time to photo
the DRS Class 57/3's (Thunderbirds) waiting for work in the station siding,
before taking the Pendolino to Preston.

next train to Carlisle was a Class 37 three DRS SO mk 2's and a DBSO at
the back. Luckily the Train Manager rang ahead and got our connection to
wait for me and the other enthusiasts that wanted to enjoy the sight and
sound of a Class 37.

After an interesting, enjoyable and slow journey along the coast we passed
Arriving at Preston I quickly crossed the footbridge to my waiting train where
I had just enough time to photo the leading 37 before grabbing a place at

four 37's awaiting work at Sellafield and just before reaching Carlisle passed
the oil depot at Dalston with 6 TEA's waiting in the siding and then the

the leading coach window. Our train was in push-pull mode with two 37's

derelict wagon works at Carlisle Currock. We pulled into the Cumbrian

and four mk 2's, three SO's in DRS livery and a BSO in Anglia livery. The

Coast bay platform. Getting out I took a few photos of the train and a

place at the front window enabled me to film and record the sound of the 37

Freightliner Class 90 waiting next to the station wall before deciding, on the

charging down the West Coast Main Line to Carnforth, where we joined the

spur of the moment, to get back on the train for the return trip to Barrow. No

line to Barrow and

lunch again! I wanted to get the most of my day out. The workers at

passed the West

Sellafield had knocked off and had formed queues at exactly the spots

Coast Railway

where the carriage doors were. At many of the stations the modern

Depot (Steam

platforms are only able to cope with two car DMU's, which means the train

Town), which was

has be stopped exactly at the right position. With standing room only we

full of 37's, 47's and

carried on our leisurely journey south.

the odd 57 waiting
for the next ban to

Mmmmmm. Ever get the feeling that someone likes Class 37s? Ed

take effect. I had't
realised while
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Most of the workers had left the train by the time with arrived at Barrow late
after being held up waiting to enter the single track section. Again I just had
time to photo the engine and DBSO before rushing to catch the Class 156 to
Preston. We left Barrow 15 minutes late due to a problem with the doors.
Arriving at Preston I couldn't find any trains heading to Crewe within the next
few hours but I saw a Transpennine Express Class 35/4 arriving and
heading for Manchester Airport. So I ended up travelling on a new 350/4
over the recently electrified line to Manchester Piccadilly. Here I had to wait
for the Northern Rail stopper to Stoke. The driver arrived on time ,the train
Manager didn't so we left late.

Eventually arriving at Stoke I ended my day as it had begun by scratching
the ice off the windscreen my hire car. I got back to Leek so late that my
sister was getting worried that something had happened, I hadn't had any
lunch or tea and was very hungry, but it was worth all the effort.

completion. There were three engines in steam - the S160 no.6046, the
Polish tank engine Tkh no. 2944 „Hotspur“ and the „Taffy“ ex. GWR 0-6-2T

At the end of my holiday my aunty said that she would look after my mother

no. 5619 on its last weekend working on the CVR . With double heading and

for the Saturday afternoon so that I could go to the Churnet Valley Railway.

push-pull trains there was plenty to see and enjoy. The Gala was a great

It was the Winter Steam Gala weekend. The best part of the visit for me

success and the refreshment room in Cheddleton was always full with a
long queue. The refreshments in Froghall were sold out and they didn't
manage to get a resupply, so that meant another day for me without any
lunch, I was enjoying myself so it didn't matter! The Churnet Valley Railway
was my local railway and I have a few shares in the Railway. When I come
over to the UK I always try and get down to the line.

I had hoped to get to the Club and say, “Hello”. I also wanted to do some
trainspotting etc. perhaps I will have more luck next year when my mother is
better.

Phew, Dominic! You certainly packed a lot into three days. You’ve
probably done more, travelled more and seen more than I’ve done in
the last three years! Hope I got the pictures in the right order. Editor

was the charge up the 1 in 45 gradient to Ipstones with the American Class
S160 2-8-0. Waiting for the train in Cheddleton, I wandered around the loco
and carriage sheds where an ex. WD (MOD) Warflat was nearing

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)
Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North, Poynton,
Cheshire, SK12 1BY
01625 850427

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“CHESHIRE MODELS”
37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield
01625 511646
www.cheshiremods.org.uk
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GREAT CENTRAL RAILWAY STEAM TRIP - 20/4/16
Ken Ratcliffe

Putting aside such considerations I eagerly accepted the pro’s invitation to
take the controls, which are 100% mechanical – no electrics, no powerassisted this, that and the other, just gauges, a hefty lever for the throttle

Just got back from a very memorable experience – driving a steam
locomotive. It was a present, an “experience day”, from Maureen and the
children for a multiple-of-five birthday, but held over to April to enjoy longer
daylight and perhaps better weather. The booking was at the preserved line,
the Great Central Railway, based in Loughborough. These engine-driving
days are not unusual, and for my experience it was not at all clear what the
locomotive and train would be – after all, there is quite a range of engines at
the GCR.

and a heavy screw mechanism for the reverser. I wound it into full forward
gear, and was given the all-clear. A big tug on the lever opened the throttle,
and the train started easily and quickly. I wound it back towards mid-gear
(25% cut-off, to the technically minded) and it simply went effortlessly up the
slight gradient to the South – this beast just walked away with its train as if
nothing was hooked on to its drawbar. I was told to ease off at what was
probably 35mph, but these machines didn’t have speedometers. It was all
so easy, the levers stay put, you don’t do any steering – you just let it get on

In fact it turned out to be quite fantastic. The train was seven or eight ex-BR

with it, except that you have to watch out for obstacles on the line, and that

coaches long, and the engine was big – an ex-LMS freight loco classified as

the fireman occasionally threw in half a dozen shovelfuls of coal. Then I had

an 8F, one of hundreds of the class built as a heavy goods standard engine

to stop at the next-but-one station, Rothley, throttle closed and brake on,

from the 1930s and then additionally built in large numbers for the

gently, as guided by the supervisor, and, bearing in mind the couple of

government War Department in WW2 as an efficient, tough machine. This

seconds’ delay, releasing the brakes before stopping, to avoid the wine-

was no toy train.

spilling jerk, or worse, in the dining cars.
When the other guest Simon was at the controls, I did some firing, about ten
shovels, noticing how the coal
disappeared in the blindingly bright and
hot furnace. At least, I didn’t miss the
opening and mess up the footplate. Easy
enough, but you had to think of the
fireman on a long trip in steam days who
had to shovel about six tons of the stuff on
a four-hour journey.
Coming to this from our modern
surroundings of silent electronics,
computer controlled mechanics, satnavs,
and the like, where we take almost for
granted the unseen power of electricity
and silicon chips, it was striking how
simple, yet how physical, how elemental,
this steam engine was. All its power
derived from steam, i.e. fire and water. It
was embodied in a big structure of heavy

Letting people like me on machines like that is not done casually, of course,
so a bit of ‘classroom instruction’ is given, and the action supervised by the
professionals, as it were. There were two of us for the afternoon session,
with families as passengers in the train.

steel and other basic metals, making lots
of noise, heat, smoke, and the smell of hot oil and a bit of coal smoke. The
train was heated by steam from the engine, the brake was controlled by a
vacuum created by the engine’s steam, and basically you were in touch with
it all in a very tactile way. If you were going a bit too quickly, or passed over

The line used was built by the original Great Central Railway as part of its

a dodgy bit of track, it shook you violently, but mostly you could stand there

route to London (Marylebone) from Manchester, Sheffield and Nottingham,

safely without having to hold on to anything. When the fire hole door was

which opened in 1896, but closed in the 1960s. As such it was built to main

open, the radiated heat was searing, pushing you backwards almost, but to

line standards, and the preserved section is from Loughborough to

the side you could lean out in the cool fresh air, and felt like singing to your

Leicester, 8 miles, with two return trips and shared driving. .

heart’s content. In the cab, the noise when running made conversation
difficult. We were riding a fire dragon. The power was audible, and tangible,

It was really exciting getting on to the engine, having expected something
rather smaller. The train itself (about eight coaches) had been prepared for a
dining trip later that evening, so tables were laid with fancy place settings,
with china, wine glasses, etc., and made to look like posh Pullman carriages
– and we had been warned not to risk breakages caused by rough driving,
braking, crashes, and so on.

and showed itself with sound, the sense of power pulling a decent sized
train, and in the form of heat and exhaust steam out of the chimney.
Perhaps you get a similar sense of closeness to the source of power if you
are riding a strong horse. To be there in control of this steam horse, about a
hundred tons, pulling a train of about 250 tons seemingly without
effort, was a rather special feeling, quite humbling, actually.
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VOLUME 3

controller and then equalizes them. The factor of the dynamic controller can

DIGITAL MOTOR CONTROL FOR MODEL RAILWAYS

be set to a rather high value, in my cases xx8 to xx9 yielded the best results.

ZIMO decoder chips
Udo Pfannkuche

CV 57 sets the reference voltage, which is demanded by the decoder for the
Back-EMF voltage. I would set it rather low because it enables the decoder

ZIMO locomotive decoders are very common in the UK among railroad

hardware to detect the Back-EMF more easily. The speed stabilization

modellers so it seems appropriate to tell you of the speed stabilisation

process becomes more stable and faster. I found the CV values of 90 or 100

settings or load compensation settings.

(which means 9 Volts or 10 Volts) yielded the best possible performance.

When I started with digital railroad control in 2008 I modelled in gauge IIm,

CV 58 is responsible for the intensity of the speed stabilization process. A

that is 1 in 22,5 narrow gauge or gauge G or 14 mm in English terms. The

high value means the load compensation process works through all the

locomotives’ motors are very big and have a huge momentum. They react

speed steps, which is barely prototype like. Even the strongest locomotives

rather sluggishly to changes in the load. This fact of course influences the

slow down cresting a slope with a string of cars. In my opinion the

CV settings of the ZIMO decoders. Today I model in 7 mm scale (gauge 0 =

dominance of the speed stabilization process should stop at about the lower

1:45). The motors in these models are big, too. Look for example at the

third of the range of speed steps. I set this value to 100 out of 255.

Heljan diesel locomotives’ motors. They are even
equipped with flywheels.

The first CV is CV 9:
It is split into two tasks:
a. to set the frequency of the load detection, and
b. to set the time frame for the load detection (which is
provided by the Back-EMF)
CV 9 thus has a leading figure setting the frequency of
the load detection. It ranges from 1xx to 4xx and from
6xx to 9xx. The figures 0xx and 5xx are the default
settings.
I gained the best results by setting this value to 9xx,
which sets the highest repetition rate of the load
detection.

The second figure of CV 9 determines the time frame of
the measuring gap for the load detection. Motors of high
quality, for example skew wound motors with five or
seven poles don’t need a long time frame for the load
detection. My trials resulted in the setting of xx2 or xx3.
In some cases I had to set this value to xx7.

NOTE: if you have a ZIMO sound decoder, don’t set the
second figure higher than xx7; the sound will sputter!

The next important CV is CV 56 which is similarly split to
control two different pieces of the speed stabilization
formulae. The first figure is to set the proportional part,
the so called static compensation. It works very fast,
toggles around the zero and is thus never able to fully
compensate load changes. Nevertheless, the value
should not be too high in order to make the proportional
controller not dominant. I found the value of 2xx to 3xx
was absolutely right for the big motors.
The second value sets the integral controller. What does
it integrate? Time! It is also called the dynamic
compensation and takes a fixed time frame to
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compare several results of the proportional

ZIMO incorporates a CV 123. This provides you with the possibility to set an

Please note, that the DC motors of the smaller scales need different CV

adaptive acceleration and braking rate, according to the train’s weight. This

settings, as their momentum is much less than that of the big scale

CV is also split into two tasks; the first figure sets the acceleration rate, the

locomotives.

second the braking rate. The values 22 or 23 resulted in very smooth
acceleration and braking movements of the model locomotives. Values of 11

The CV should be tried out at:

provide the strongest adaptation, values of 22 or higher result in a

CV 9: 77, 76, or 46

somewhat smoother movement.

CV 56: 26, 24, or 33
CV 57: 70 to 90 (6 to 9 Volts)

As you may have noticed, the values of the several configuration variables

CV 123: 11, 12, 21, 22, or 33

are of rather rough steps. One would expect that this would not really
contribute to fine tune the moving performance; but they do their jobs very

Now, good fortune for the improvement of your model locomotives’

well. Particularly the CV 123 is of great value for the smoothest operation of

performances.

your model locomotives. Give it a try and you will find that it is worth to
spend some hours on figuring out the best values for your special loco
model.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
supports the development of

“MegaPoint Controllers”
through the On30 Group
ANOTHER RECOMMENDED DAY OUT
MIKE HEBBLETHWAITE
travelled on it (Saturday 14/05/2016)!

There’s plenty to interest everyone along the line and a stop at Dolgoch with
a visit to the falls is well worth the effort. You can also ‘fortify’ yourself for your
journey with a highly recommended bacon and sausage sarnie from the
excellent cafe at Tywyn Wharf station!

I know the railway is run almost entirely by volunteers (and a wonderful job
they do), but are the loco crews getting younger?

Let’s face it, not many of us can resist the sight, sound and smell of a
steam locomotive - especially when you can get “up-close and personal”.
Despite its diminutive size, the Talyllyn Railway offers plenty of
opportunities to do the latter. Perhaps it is because of its diminutive size
that it has an inexplicable appeal. Someone once described it (unkindly) as
one of the ‘toy trains’ of Wales. Just one ride along its 7 mile length is
enough to dispel the ‘toy’ image. It is, in every sense, a real railway that
adheres to all the protocols of its standard gauge counterparts even down
to interlocking token controlled single track working. This may seem a little
excessive given that there was only one train working the line on the day I
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GETTING ‘CANED’ ON FOREIGN EXCHANGE??
Mike Hebblethwaite

What’s their advantage? If, like me, you only ‘top them up’ when the
exchange rate is favourable, you maintain ‘good value for money’ spending

My interests, if you haven’t guessed by now, are centred around American

power. There are no ‘hidden’ extra charges (you’ve already paid £s for the

0n30 and, though there are good outlets in this country (EDM Models, Tower

currency of your choice) and you will please your vendor no end by using

Models, etc come readily to mind) for 0n30 products, there is nothing over

his/her currency.....no spurious ‘exchange' charges that end. I operate a kind

here that matches the mind-boggling selection of kits, ready to run models

of ‘foreign purchase slush fund’ by saving 20p coins and a largish jar for

and detail parts that are available ‘across the pond’!

loose change and only ‘weigh in’ the contents when the currency I want to
buy is relatively cheap. Sometimes that means I have to delay purchases

And with the help of the old ‘confuser’ and access to the internet, these

but, in the meantime, the ‘slush fund’ is growing.

‘State-side’ suppliers are only a mouse click away. In every sense, they
might as well be just around the corner! It is so seriously easy to order

Bonus!

goods from abroad. I, for example, ordered a couple of kits from the States
a few weeks ago and was very surprised to come home and find a card from

Is any one “Cash Passport” card better than any other? My own cards were

the Royal Mail informing me that I had a parcel awaiting my collection from

obtained through Thomas Cooke ….. I’ve found that they consistently offer a

£=$=€
the sorting office in Macclesfield. Why was I surprised? The parcel

better ‘High Street’ exchange rate than other providers and they offer even

contained my order which I had made on-line only 4 days earlier!

better rates if you top the cards up on-line. Having said that, they are all
much of a muchness and, frankly, the difference in rates offered ain’t that

Now, I’m not some kind of ‘global shopaholic’ and spray my money around

big! You might be talking 1 - 3 cents on the dollar difference.

the world like it’s going out of fashion, but I do like ‘value for money’. Play
your cards right and shopping abroad can be very cost effective.

Disadvantages? Only one, really. Keep a close eye on the expiry date (5
years) ….. if you pass that date without transferring your funds to a new

Like everyone else, I could use my debit or credit card to make my

card, you could lose the lot!

purchases but then, like everyone else who uses them, I would be tied to
the ‘exchange rate of the day’, commission/exchange charges and anything

I’ve no doubt that I’m not the only one making purchases abroad. Those of

else my bank can dream up to make sure that they are the winner in such

you with interests in European railways will, I guess, have found that items

transactions. I doubt that I’m telling you something you don’t already know

can be purchased much cheaper from a variety of sources on the Continent

… to your and my cost!

(and beyond) than they can in the UK. Even some UK items can be bought
more cheaply abroad, especially if you take exchange rates into account!

I’m not about to ask you to watch some 20 minute diatribe on the internet,
nor am I going to reveal any ‘secrets the world’s multi-billionaires’ would

The beauty of buying from within the EU, of course, is that HM Customs and

rather I kept buried ……. I’m simply going to tell you what has worked well

Excise take no interest in what you have bought. The same cannot be said

for me! I’ll keep the “You Too Can Become a Millionaire” article for another

for some items bought from the States or other areas outside the EU!

day……that’ll be after I become a millionaire!

Always be mindful that what you have imported could attract a 20% VAT
charge. I have found that even after adding this charge it is, sometimes, still

You’ve no doubt heard of the “Cash Passport”, pre-paid credit card (most

cheaper to ‘import’.

travel companies and the Post Office offer them) and, whilst they are very
useful when travelling abroad, they are exactly what they say they are ….. a

Editor’s Note

pre-paid credit card! What’s so useful about them is that they are available
in a variety of currencies. As far as I am concerned, my interest is only with
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If you have found a cost effective way of buying goods from abroad,

the $US and the € ….. the latter for holidays and the $ for

why not tell us about it? I’m sure that fellow modellers would

purchases from the States.

appreciate being able to save a bob or two of their hard earned money.

FOR SALE
“GUM STUMP”

This layout measures 80”l x 13”w x 6”h and is, essentially, a
‘shunting plank’.

The points are not motorised and the layout has not been wired.

How could this layout be developed?

It was originally intended to be built as an American ‘back woodsie’
logging line in HO scale and that theme could easily be continued.
However, with a little ingenuity, it could be developed as one module
of a larger layout to add some switching/shunting interest. As it
stands at the moment, the layout could be given that “continental
flavour” (with appropriate locos, rolling stock and detail additions)
and represent a small mining concern.

If you are interested in becoming “Gum Stumps” new owner, why not
call in at the Club, view the layout and make us an offer? The first
sensible offer secures!

You can also register your interest by e-mailing the Editor.
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YOUR PHOTOS (2) - ANYONE RECOGNISE THESE?

THE LAST WORD

Mike Hebblethwaite
That’s it. Another edition ‘put to bed’, as they say, and I hope you’ve enjoyed
the read.

Is it really three years since the Newsletter was resurrected? I can’t believe it’s
been that long! Though time seems to have flown by, there has been a lot
happening and a lot has changed ….. not least the Newsletter itself! I have
looked back over some of the early editions where each separate article
appeared in its own coloured frame! It was a pain to produce and, if anyone
Another wonderful day out on a
railway, but a bit too far for a day
trip! The Kuranda Scenic Railway,
Cairns, Australia!

wanted a ‘hard copy’, required gallons of ink to print it off. The text size was
bordering on ‘super-size for the visually impaired’ and few articles overran a full
page. If anyone missed out on these early issues and would like some of the
back copies I still have on file, please let me know. There are a few gaps and
some of the early issues have been ‘lost in the ether’, but you are welcome to
‘catch up’. Simply send me an e-mail and I’ll do what I can.

What else can I say about the Newsletter’s third birthday? I’ll leave that to the
‘wag’ that left this message on my ansa-phone ……….
“Forget about the past, you can't change it.
Forget about the future, you can't predict it.
Forget about the present, I didn't get you one.”
Unfortunately I cannot identify the reader who sent it - the number was ‘not
recognised’ and they left no name. If you were the ‘culprit’, please get in touch
again!
My thoughts on the Newsletter’s third birthday?
It’s been a Hell of a journey!
From cobbling together the original Newsletter to what it has become now has
been a quantum leap! It truly has become a publication that shares the
enjoyment of our hobby and has articles from readers that inform, educate,
show you how and a whole host of other things. To say that I am proud of this
Newsletter and what it does and says every month would be something of an
understatement, but to everyone who pays this Newsletter a compliment I have
to point out that it would not even exist if it were not for the support of our
readership. This Newsletter exists, has grown and is driven by the articles,
photos, letters and features that you (the readers!) have provided over the last
three years.
As the Editor, I would like to thank each and every contributor to this
Newsletter’s incredible three year development and growth. As a fellow
modeller, I would especially like to thank you for sharing your hobby with all of
us. To each of you I will say, we have no way of knowing who you may have
inspired, who you may have encouraged to ‘take their hobby further’ or who
you may have introduced to the hobby but, I have no doubt, that each and
every one of you has exerted some influence on the future of our shared
hobby. And if you have done that, it has been worth every minute I have spent
at this keyboard.
All contributors have given this Newsletter the best present it could ever wish
for.
My thanks to you all.
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